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Abstract—Rigid registration of partial observations is a fundamental problem in various applied fields. In computer graphics, special
attention has been given to the registration between two partial point clouds generated by scanning devices. State-of-the-art
registration techniques still struggle when the overlap region between the two point clouds is small, and completely fail if there is no
overlap between the scan pairs. In this paper, we present a learning-based technique that alleviates this problem, and allows
registration between point clouds, presented in arbitrary poses, and having little or even no overlap, a setting that has been referred to
as tele-registration. Our technique is based on a novel neural network design that learns a prior of a class of shapes and can complete
a partial shape. The key idea is combining the registration and completion tasks in a way that reinforces each other. In particular, we
simultaneously train the registration network and completion network using two coupled flows, one that register-and-complete, and one
that complete-and-register, and encourage the two flows to produce a consistent result. We show that, compared with each separate
flow, this two-flow training leads to robust and reliable tele-registration, and hence to a better point cloud prediction that completes the
registered scans. It is also worth mentioning that each of the components in our neural network outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
both completion and registration. We further analyze our network with several ablation studies and demonstrate its performance on a
large number of partial point clouds, both synthetic and real-world, that have only small or no overlap.
Index Terms—Point cloud registration, tele-registration, shape completion, shape prediction, deep points learning
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I NTRODUCTION

Shape registration is a long-standing problem with a large
variety of methods proposed over the last decades. The
registration of partial shapes is significantly more challenging than complete shapes, particularly when the overlap
between the parts is small. Popular methods, like RANSAC
that match between three or four points, perform well when
the overlapping base is large [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], but completely fail when there is no overlap between the two partial
shapes. In the case of partial matching, the information theoretic explanation is that the lack of sufficient information in
the scans leads to a family of plausible completions, which
in turn results in failure of traditional rigid registration.
In recent years, neural networks for geometry processing
have rapidly emerged and changed the landscape of 3D processing. One notable competence of neural networks is their
ability to learn priors of a family of shapes, thus effectively
capturing a distribution over possible shapes. Two examples
are the reconstruction of a complete shape from a partial
input, and the registration of two non-overlapping partial
shapes.
We present a rigid registration technique for two partial
scans presented in arbitrary initial poses and having little
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or no overlap at all. This non-overlapping setting has been
referred to as tele-registration, and had been attempted in
2D [6] and 3D [7], based on a prescribed feature-conforming
prior. In our work, we approach the tele-registration problem using learning tools, in particular, deep learning to
encode shape priors. The idea is to jointly train two separate
networks on the two tasks of shape completion and shape
registration of non-overlapping partial shapes. In training,
the networks learn proper priors that allow performing well
on these two difficult tasks, rather than treating the tasks
independently.
Our key observation is that registered shapes are easier
to be completed than each one alone, and complete shapes
are easier to be registered, since their overlap clearly increases. Hence, we combine the registration and completion
tasks in a way that reinforces each other. In particular,
we train the registration and completion networks simultaneously using two coupled flows. One network performs
register-and-complete and the other complete-and-register, such
that both registration and completion consistencies are maximized. Fig. 1 illustrates our consistent two-flow network
(CTF-Net). Note that our completion network only generates information for the missing part, and hence the
completions along the two branches of the network can
be different, and require a dedicated consistency term to
produce canonical completion.
Given two partial point cloud inputs with little or
no overlap, our method transforms the partial shapes to
canonical positions by learning the prior geometry of its
class of shapes, and thus improves the state-of-the-art in
terms of completion results on 3D model from the learned
class. By comparing our two-flow method to each singleflow and other baselines, we validate that composing two
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Fig. 1: CTF-Net registers pairs of partial scans with little or no overlap. The network is designed to encourage the
registration and completion network branches to mutually cooperate to be consistent, and thereby regularizes both the
(global) registration and completion problems. Here, we show the result of the combined registration and completion of
two partial scans, with little overlap, of a real scan of a toy airplane.
flows together effectively strengthens each component. We
evaluate our method on synthetic and real-world examples
(e.g., RedWood and Pix3D), and demonstrate the superiority
of the approach compared to state-of-the-art methods in
both global registration (4PCS, DCP) and completion networks (TopNet, PF-Net). In summary, we present a method
that addresses the problem of non-overlapping point cloud
registration, based on a symmetric neural network that is
designed to jointly perform registration and completion, in
a way that reinforces each other to establish a new state-ofthe-art.

2

R ELATED W ORK

There has been extensive research on general registration
problems and in three dimensions in particular. ICP [8] is a
widely used algorithm for 3D registration. Some following
ICP variants [3], [5], [9] aim at improving from different
aspects. Recently, DCP [10] is proposed that revisits ICP
from a deep learning perspective.
There is an abundance of SLAM works that deals with
registrations and pose estimation at the scene level. For a
broad survey, see [11]. An apparently similar idea to our
is presented by Yang et al. [12]. Unlike our one-step technique, they refine the registration and completion modules
iteratively. Yang et al. [13] also propose hybrid representations for relative pose estimation. These methods, however,
match 3D RGB-D scenes rather than point clouds, thus
require more information such as color, 360-image. Chen
et al. [14] introduce a plane-based descriptor for the point
cloud registration with a small overlap. However, for many
shapes on object-level, like cars or lamps, it is hard to find
a plane surface for matching. Brachmann et al. [15] propose
a learning-based method for pose estimation, however, this
method is mainly designed for camera localization and it’s
hard to directly adapt it for shape registration.
In the following, we discuss previous works that are
most related to the specific tasks of paired shape registration
and partial shape completion on the object level, focusing on
deep learning techniques.
2.1 Paired shape registration
Recently, there have been research efforts to apply deep
neural networks for the task of rigid [16] and non-rigid [17],

[18] registration, to offer faster and more robust than classic
techniques. Elbaz et al. [19] propose a method that focuses
on localizing the close-proximity scanned point cloud in
a large-scale point cloud scene. They use super-points to
match the corresponding region, and a deep neural network
to calculate the transformation between the local and global
point cloud. Yew et al. [20] propose a weakly supervised
deep learning framework to holistically learn a 3D feature
detector and descriptor from GPS/INS tagged 3D point
clouds. They use a Siamese architecture that learns to recognize if the given point clouds are from the same location.
The correspondences between point clouds are obtained by
a learned descriptor vector. Choy et al. [21] propose a framework for pairwise registration of real-world 3D scans. This
method contains a 6-dimensional convolutional network for
correspondence confidence prediction, and then the pose is
estimated and further refined recursively.
Aoki et al. [22] propose PointNetLK, a modification to
the classical LK(Lucas & Kanade) algorithm which circumvents the need for convolution on the PointNet representation. This framework for rigid registration is more robust to
initialization and missing parts than classic ICP. Wang et al.
[10] propose Deep Closest Point(DCP), that revisits ICP from
a deep learning perspective. The ICP-style method consists
of three parts, that learns the common features of the input
point clouds to register them together. Similarly, Yew and
Lee [23] propose RPM-Net, which is less sensitive to initialization alignment comparing to the original ICP method.
However, RPM-Net assumes that the normal information
is given in the point cloud data. Wong and Solomon [24]
propose PRNet, a sequential decision-making framework
to achieve point cloud registration iteratively. Unlike the
methods mentioned above, this method is able to handle
partial-to-partial registration, the key is to use a detector
to find the points in common between partial views, and
keypoint-to-keypoint correspondences. These deep-learning
based methods are aiming at detecting key points in the
input paired shape, then match and pair them to compute
the alignment transformation. These methods assume that
the two parts have a significant overlap region that contains
a few key points. Huang et al. [7] present a field-guided
algorithm that is able to automatically compose the 3D
shape given several pieces of it, where the input pieces
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Fig. 2: The architecture of CTF-Net. Given a pair of partial scans, CTF-Net simultaneously predicts the transformation
parameters for registration and coordinates of points for completion. The prediction follows a mirrored manner, which
performs register-and-complete(R-C) in one flow and complete-and-register(C-R) in another. The R-C flow and C-R flow are
denoted by green and purple lines respectively. These two flows mutually reinforce each other by enhancing consistency
on their outputs, which is represented by gray lines.
have no overlapping. In our work, we utilize a data-driven
approach to enable the registration, without the prescribed
feature prior. Given two partial point clouds with little or no
overlapping, we do registration and completion at the same
time, to allow the network to better align the input shapes.
2.2 Partial shape completion
There are an increasing number of works focusing on the
partial to complete shape generation, many of which are
applied on point cloud representation, since it is strongly
related to realistic scenarios, where the point clouds are the
raw data coming from 3D acquisition devices. PointNet [25]
proposed a deep learning method for point cloud shape,
which promotes several learning-based applications on the
point cloud, including completion. Yuan et al. [26] proposed
a method that generates point clouds in two stages, where
the first stage is to use a fully-connected decoder to obtain a
coarse resolution point cloud and the second stage generates
the final output by a folding-based decoder. Tchapmi et
al. [27] introduced a novel decoder for point cloud completion which generates arbitrarily structured point clouds
without explicitly enforcing a specific structure. The proposed decoder generates point clouds according to a tree
structure where each node of the tree represents a subset
of the point cloud. Wang et al. [28] proposed a completion
method that contains an up-sampling module that predicts
denser results than other completion methods. Huang et
al. [29] introduced a method that only completes the missing
regions of the input shape and can preserve its details,
and successfully addressed the blurring issues caused by
the auto-encoder structure. However, they still require the
input partial data to cover a significant portion of the surface
region of the shape, while in many real cases only a small
region of the shape is captured by a single scan.

3

OVERVIEW

Our tele-registration method consists of a two-flow network,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The idea is to simultaneously learn

two networks, one for registration (colored in green in the
figure) and one for completion (colored in purple in the
figure). Taking a pair of partial shapes as input, the C-R flow
branch first completes each partial shape, separately, and
then registers the parts, which now have higher overlap, to
produce an aligned shape. In the R-C flow branch, the input
pair is first registered by the registration network, and then
completed by the completion network.
The key of our method is to connect and couple the R-C
and C-R flows with two losses: one is a registration consistency loss, which encourages the registration networks in the
two flows to predict the same transformation parameters;
the other is the completion consistency loss, which encourages
the two flows to output similar reconstruction results. As we
shall show, the two flows strengthen each other. It should be
noted that the complexity of the completion and registration
in two flows are different. For the completion network, the
one trained in R-C flow is easier, since the input shape is already registered, and contains more overlapping geometric
information than the one in C-R flow. Similarly, the task for
the registration network in the C-R flow is easier because the
input pair shapes are more complete than the one in R-C
flow. Thus, our final output is the shape completion results
from the R-C flow, and the registration parameters from the
C-R flow.
In the following method section, we first describe the
input and output of our method, then introduce the registration and completion networks separately, which form the
proposed CTF-Net. Finally, we describe the loss functions
that enable the two flows to reinforce each other.

4
4.1

M ETHOD
Input and output

The input of our method is a pair of partial point clouds,
denoted as P1 and P2 , with little overlap extracted from the
same shape S . The point cloud pairs are centered at the origin point and randomly rotated in 3D. We achieve the goal
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Fig. 3: The architecture of the completion network. For each partial shape P , the orientation module first predicts the
parameter Ro that rotates P into the canonical view and obtains Po . The following generation module predicts the missing
part Go relative to Po by an encoder-decoder pair, and the completed shape Po ∪ Go is then rotated back to the original
pose, by multiplying the inverse of Ro , to obtain the final output S = P ∪ G .
of tele-registering the point cloud pairs and complete the
missing part by making use of our key idea to combine the
registration and completion tasks in a way that reinforces
each other. Our outputs include the completion of those two
parts in their original states denoted respectively as S1 and
S2 , and the relative transformation between them with M21
denoting the transformation that registers P2 → P1 and
M12 denoting the transformation that registers P1 → P2 .
CTF-Net consists of two flows: C-R flow and R-C flow.
Since each flow provides a set of outputs, we use superscripts to distinguish the two sets of outputs.
In the C-R flow, P1 and P2 are first passed through the
completion network to get the completion results S1C-R =
C(P1 ) and S2C-R = C(P2 ). Subsequently, the two completions are passed to the registration network to output
C-R
their relative transformation MC-R
12 and M21 . In the RC flow, P1 and P2 , which can come in arbitrary poses,
are first passed through the registration network to get
R-C
their relative transformations MR-C
12 and M21 . The aligned
parts are first combined, before passing to the completion
network to get the final results S1R-C = C(P1 ∪ MR-C
21 P2 ) and
S2R-C = C(P2 ∪ MR-C
12 P1 ).
Our goal is to make sure that the completion and registration outputs of both flows are close to the ground-truth,
denoted as S1∗ , S2∗ , M∗1 and M∗2 , and more importantly,
making the two flows mutually consistent.
4.2

Network Architecture

4.2.1 Completion Network
The completion network, as shown in Fig. 3, takes a partial shape P as input and outputs the completed shape
S = C(P). Note that similar to [29], for the given partial
shape P , we only generate the missing part G and thus the
final completed shape is a union of those two S = P ∪ G .
Moreover, different from most of the previous works on
completion which assume that the input shapes are all wellaligned, our input partial shape P are given in an arbitrary
orientation. Therefore, our completion network is composed
of two modules: one orientation module and one generation
module, where the orientation module rotates P into a
canonical pose to facilitate the following generation module
and then the generation module generates the missing part
to complete the shape.
Specifically, the orientation module takes the partial
shape P as input, and outputs the rotation transformation
Ro , which is then applied to P to obtain the oriented

shape Po . The generation module is adapted from the PFNet proposed in [29]. The original PF-Net assumes that
the input partial shape covers a large portion of the whole
shape, thus the number of the generated points is far less
than the input. However, in our work, since the input is
usually a much smaller part of the shape, we set the output
point number to equal to the input point number. Note
that directly modify the output points of the original PFNet will highly increase the number of network parameters
and lead to huge memory cost and slow training speed,
so we modify the parameters of each layer to enlarge the
output size gradually. In more detail, we first pass Po to
a encoder that extracts the feature of dimension nc = 1920,
which is then passed to a decoder that generates the missing
part in three levels: primary Gp , secondary Gs and the
final detailed output Go , with the points number of 128,
512, 2048, respectively. Go is then concatenated with Po
to form the complete shape. Finally, we multiply Go ∪ Po
with the inverse of Ro to obtain the final complete shape
S = C(P) = G ∪ P .
4.2.2

Registration Network

The registration network, as shown in Fig. 4, takes two
shapes, P1 and P2 , either complete or partial, and outputs
the relative transformation M12 from P1 → P2 by taking P2
as the anchor. We decompose the transformation M12 into
rotation R12 and translation T12 to reduce the complexity of
3D transformation, i.e., the network first rotates P1 to make
it have the same pose of P2 , and then translates it to align
with P2 .
Specifically, we first pass the input pair through a PointNet [25] encoder, to obtain the feature vector of dimension
nr = 512 for P1 and P2 , respectively. The feature vectors are
concatenated and passed to a decoder composed of several
linear layers, which provides the quaternion parameters that
represent the 3D rotation. The quaternion is then converted
to rotation matrix R12 and multiplied with P1 to obtain
the rotated part P1R . Note that all the quaternions are
normalized in each process. Afterwards, P1R is passed to
the PointNet encoder again to obtain the feature vector of
dimension Rnr (nr = 512). The feature is then concatenated
again with that extracted from P2 and passed to another set
of linear layers to output the set of translation parameters
(dx, dy, dz), which are then converted to the translation
matrix T12 and multiplied with P1R to obtain the final
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Fig. 4: The architecture of the registration network. Taking two paired shapes P1 and P2 and considering P2 as the anchor,
the registration network first outputs parameters of a relative rotation R12 from P1 to P2 , then, a relative translation T12
from R12 P1 to P2 is predicted. The complete transformation is then denoted as M12 = T12 R12 .
registered part. The final transformation matrix is calculated
by M12 = T12 ∗ R12 .
In both flows, our registration network also takes those
two shapes with the other order and output the relative
transformation M21 from P2 to P1 . Furthermore, in the C-R
flow, the registration network takes two completed shapes
S1 and S2 as input. We further apply the transformation on
the moving shape, say S1 , and combine it with the anchor
shape S2 to get the registered full shapes. Note that since
the points size of the registered point cloud is twice that of
each input partial point cloud, we down-sample it to half of
its original points size in order to keep all the point clouds
in the flows to have the same size.
4.3

Loss Functions

To train this two-flow network, we design suitable loss
functions to account for each type of output and also the
consistency between two flows. We define the loss function
of our CTF-network as:

L = Lc + Lr + Ls .

(1)

where Lc and Lr are the completion and registration loss
against the ground-truth, and Ls is the loss to ensure the
consistency between two flows.
4.3.1 Completion loss.
Note that our completion network works for input parts
with arbitrary orientation, and we rotate the parts into the
canonical view first and then generate the missing part to
complete the shape. Therefore, the completion loss is computed for outputs from the R-C and C-R flows against the
respective ground truth missing part geometry and rotation
transformation as Lc = ωcc-r LC-R
+ ωoc-r LC-R
+ ωcr-c LR-C
+
c
o
c
r-c R-C
ωo Lo with


C-R
C-R∗
C-R
C-R∗
LC-R
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D
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D
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)
/2,
emd
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c
1
1
2
2


LR-C
= Demd (G1R-C , G1R-C∗ ) + Demd (G2R-C , G2R-C∗ ) /2,
c


C-R
∗
C-R
∗
LC-R
=
D
(R
,
R
)
+
D
(R
,
R
)
/2,
r
r
o
1o
1o
2o
2o


∗
R-C
∗
LR-C
= Dr (RR-C
(2)
o
1o , R1o ) + Dr (R2o , R2o ) /2,

ωcc-r ,

ωoc-r ,

ωcr-c ,

ωor-c

where the weights
are set as 1, 3, 0.5,
and 1.5, respectively. Demd is the distance measure between
the generated part and the corresponding ground truth,
which is defined as the mean of the earth mover’s distance

(EMD) [30] computed for all three generated levels(Gp , Gs ,
Go ), and Dr is the distance measure between two rotations.
In more detail, the rotation matrix is converted to a quaternion Q = q(R). Since a quaternion Q is equivalent to its
minus −Q when representing a rotational transformation,
we measure the distance as follows :
Dr (R1 , R2 ) = Dq (q(R1 ), q(R2 )),
Dq (Q1 , Q2 ) = min(norm(Q1 − Q2 ), norm(Q1 + Q2 )).
(3)
Note that for the same part, for example P1 , the ground
truth missing part is different in two flows. In the R-C flow,
P1 will first be registered and combined with P2 before
completion, so the missing part would be smaller than the
one in C-R flow. All the ground truth missing parts are
extracted and subsampled from the corresponding ground
truth complete shape S ∗ .
4.3.2

Registration loss.

The registration loss is also computed for outputs from
the C-R and R-C flows against the respective ground truth
with
+ ωrr-c LR-C
transformations as Lr = ωrc-r LC-R
r
r


∗
C-R
∗
LC-R
= Dm (MC-R
r
12 , M12 ) + Dm (M21 , M21 ) /2,


∗
R-C
∗
LR-C
= Dm (MR-C
r
12 , M12 ) + Dm (M21 , M21 ) /2.

(4)

where Dm is the distance measure between two transformations, which is defined as the Dq between their quaternions
plus the mean square error between the translations in the
x, z, y axis. The weights ωrc-r and ωrr-c are set as 3 and 9,
respectively.
4.3.3

Consistency loss.

The consistency loss consists of four components:
C
R
T
Ls = ωso LO
s + ωsc Ls + ωsr Ls + ωst Ls .

(5)

C
R
where LO
s , Ls and Ls are the consistency loss defined on the
orientation correction, completion and registration in those
two flows, while LTs is the consistency loss defined on the
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Fig. 5: The prediction results of CTF-Net. The first two columns show the input pairs (colored in blue and orange). The
third and fourth columns show the registration results from C-R flow, where the corresponding original mesh is shown
in transparent gray to better display the relative position of the registered parts. The fifth and sixth columns show the
completion results from R-C flow, and the last two columns are the ground truth point clouds.
relative transformations between two shapes with either one
as the anchor. In more detail:


C-R
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C-R
R-C
LO
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D
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R
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+
D
(R
,
R
)
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r
r
s
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LRs = Dr (MC-R
,
M
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+
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,
M
)
/2,
r
12
12
21
21


C-R
R-C
R-C
LTs = Dr (MC-R
M
,
I)
+
D
(M
M
,
I)
/2. (6)
r
12
21
12
21
where I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. The weights ωso , ωsc , ωsr
and ωst are set as to 3, 1, 3 and 3, respectively by default. For
the details about how we choose this set of weights, please
refer to the supplementary material.

5

R ESULTS AND E VALUATION

We first introduce the details of our training data generation
in Section 5.1, then, we show results of pair registration and
partial completion obtained with our CTF-Net and present
a set of qualitative results to demonstrate the capabilities
of our method in Section 5.2. A quantitative evaluation and
ablation studies are described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. We
present results on both synthetic and real data.

5.1

Data preparation

Our dataset contains 31, 742 shapes in eight categories from
ShapeNet v2 [31]. The training, validating and testing split
is similar to the dataset of Tchapmi et al. [27]. Each shape in
our dataset is represented as a point cloud which contains
16, 384 points, and all the shapes are normalized into a unit
cube centered at the origin.
For each shape S ∗ in the dataset, we crop two parts from
it and apply random transformations to get the training
pairs (P1 , P2 ). Specifically, we first randomly generate two
spheres centered at the surface of the bounding sphere of
each shape, with the radius sampled from [0.3, 1.3], and
then use these two spheres to crop two parts out of the
shape. We use this method to simulate the real scan cases
when a camera is held and scan around the shape. Note that
we set a minimum distance (0.3 in our setting) between each
pair of cropped parts to avoid too much overlap between
those two parts, where the distance is calculated by the
Euclidean distance between the centers of those two parts.
We also ensure that each cropped part and the remaining
part both have more than N = 4096 points, so that they
can be down-sampled to N = 2048 points. Each part is first
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Fig. 6: The prediction results on real scans. The first column shows the photo of each real object. The next two columns
show the paired partial inputs. The fourth and fifth columns are the registered results, which take each part as an anchor.
The fifth and sixth columns show the completion results. The complete fused shape from a much denser RGB-D sequences
are shown in the last column for comparison.
translated to the origin and then rotated about its center.
The rotation and translation matrix for pairs of parts are
denoted as R1 , T1 , R2 and T2 respectively, and the complete
transformations are then denoted as M1 = R1 T1 and
M2 = R2 T2 . Therefore, the corresponding ground truth
for completed shapes are S1∗ = M1 S ∗ and S2∗ = M2 S ∗ ,
and the corresponding ground truth for relative transformations between those two parts are M∗21 = M1 M−1
and
2
M∗12 = M2 M−1
.
Note
that
in
the
following
experiments,
1
CTF-Net is trained individually for each of those eight
categories. For a fair comparison, all the compared methods
are trained category-by-category.
5.2

Qualitative results

We show results for synthetic shapes on eight categories. To
verify the generality of our method, we also test our method
on real scans.
5.2.1 Results on synthetic data
Fig. 5 shows visual examples of the registration and completion results. The input pair of parts are centered at the

origin point, as shown in the first two columns. By taking
either part as the anchor, our method is able to transfer the
other part to make it align with the anchor well, as shown
in the third and fourth columns respectively. We can see
that even when there is little overlap between the input
parts, like most of the examples in the results, CTF-Net can
still register them correctly. Also, the union shapes after
registration with different anchor parts are quite similar
thanks to the effect of LTs . The fifth and sixth columns show
the completed shape for each part, and the last two columns
are the corresponding ground truth complete shape. We can
see that the completion module in our CTF-Net can work
well for parts given in two different orientations, and by
solving registration and completion together, the parts do
not need to be pre-aligned before completion. Note that we
take registration results from the C-R flow and completion
results from the R-C flow, mainly because each will improve
the performance for the other, and the end output of each
flow is more reliable even with the consistency loss.

8

Fig. 7: The prediction results on RedWood (upper 4 rows) and Pix3D (lower 4 rows) datasets. The first column shows the
photo of each real model, and the next two columns show the paired partial inputs. The fourth and fifth columns are the
registered results with either part as the anchor, and the completion results are shown in the following two columns. The
last column shows the corresponding reconstructed meshes provided by these two datasets.
5.2.2

Results on real data

To demonstrate the generality of our method, we use
3D scanners to manually scan several objects from all
those eight categories for testing. Specifically, for small
objects with detailed textures, in particular, Plane, Car,
Watercraft, and Lamp, we place each object on a turnplate
and use an Artec Spider scanner for scanning which directly
produces the reconstructed model; for other larger objects,
we use a Microsoft Kinect v2 scanner to do the scanning,
then utilize bundle fusion [32] to obtain the reconstructed
model. The reconstruction results are shown in the last
column in Fig. 6, denoted as F .
To generate the input pairs, we first normalize the reconstructed full model into a unit box and put it in a

virtual environment, and then randomly place two cameras
pointing at the model to capture RGB-D images. Two partial
point clouds are then obtained by back-projecting the depth
images to the 3D reconstructed model, and those two singleview point clouds are taken as input to test our CTF-Net.
Note that here we do not use the single-view point cloud
directly from the scanner since there exist some affections
such as reflect light which could make the single-view point
cloud extremely sparse.
Fig. 6 shows the results on our real scanned data. Note
that the input partial parts can still be correctly aligned even
the point clouds are noisy and non-uniformly distributed.
For example, although the two parts of the couch shown on
the fifth row are quite noisy and covers different region of
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TABLE 1: Quantitative results on all eight categories. The registration error is quantified using Eθ and Et while the
completion error is quantified using Ecg and Ecf . More details about the measures are specified in section 5.3.

Eθ
Et
g
Eemd
f
Eemd

Plane
9.582
3.927
3.573
1.603

Cabinet
18.405
5.605
5.792
2.695

Car
8.172
1.606
3.041
1.457

Chair
15.114
4.144
6.274
2.729

Lamp
26.126
13.925
11.573
3.765

the couch, our method is still able to successfully align them
and complete the missing region in the front.
To further justify the generality of our method, we
also tested our method on RedWood [33] and Pix3D [34]
datasets, both of which provided the full reconstructed
model. Similar to our real scanned data, the input pairs of
these two datasets are generated by single-view scanning.
Some example results are shown in Fig. 7. For each example,
the full reconstructed model is shown in the last column,
denote as F , for comparison. We see that although the
single-view input data is quite different from the synthetic
training data, the predicted registration is still quite accurate
and the completion results are also quite reasonable. For
example, in the fourth row, our method predicts the missing
leg of the table, and in the fifth row, we can notice that the
entire chair back is successfully reconstructed. Note that for
each real scan example, we slightly rotated the view during
visualization to show the single-view inputs more clearly.
5.3

Quantitative evaluation

We perform quantitative evaluation of both registration and
completion networks by measuring the errors of predicted
transformation parameters and reconstructed point clouds.
For registration, we calculate the error for the final
output of the C-R flow. Rotational error Eθ is calculated as
the absolute error between the predicted and ground truth
angle in degrees, and Translation error Et is calculated by
the L2 distance between the predicted and ground truth
translation (in normalized units):


C-R∗
C-R
C-R∗
Eθ = |θ(RC-R
(7)
12 , R12 )| + |θ(R21 , R21 )| /2,


C-R
C-R∗
C-R
C-R∗
Et = |t(T12
, T12
)| + |t(T21
, T21
)| /2 × 103 . (8)
where θ denotes the angle derived from the relative quaternion from the predicted quaternion RC-R to the ground truth
quaternion RC-R∗ , and t denotes the distance between the
translation decomposed from the predicted transformation
T C-R and the ground truth transformation T C-R∗ .
For completion, we also calculate the error for the completion obtained from the C-R flow. Since our completion
network generates the missing region without modifying
g
f
the given part, we use two measures Eemd and Eemd to
compute the errors in the generated region and full shape,
g
respectively, where Eemd is calculated as the EMD between
the reconstructed and corresponding ground truth point
f
cloud of the missing region, and Eemd is calculated as the
EMD between the reconstructed shape concatenate with the
input part and ground truth full shape:


g
Eemd
= Demd (G1C-R , G1C-R∗ ) + Demd (G2C-R , G2C-R∗ ) /2 × 103 ,
(9)

Couch
11.625
4.045
5.142
2.322

Table
15.486
7.399
5.725
2.491

Watercraft
16.434
7.105
5.580
2.126

Average
15.118
5.970
5.838
2.399

TABLE 2: Quantitative comparisons of different registration
methods.

Eθ
Et

4PCS
138.910
62.456

PRNet
25.796
28.188

DCP
17.767
22.317

BL-Regi
21.336
17.305

Regi
17.912
6.927

Ours
15.118
5.970



f
Eemd
= Demd (S1C-R , S1C-R∗ ) + Demd (S2C-R , S2C-R∗ ) /2 × 103 .
(10)
Table 1 shows the errors of all eight categories. Note
g
f
that Et , Eemd and Eemd values have been scaled by 103
to amplify the error. In most categories, our CTF-Net is able
to predict accurate registration together with completion.
We observe that the registration error of Lamp is significant
higher than other categories due to the ambiguity arising
from its strong symmetry. For example, the stands of most
lamps are cylindrical, which could lead to the rotational
ambiguity. Furthermore, the variety and complexity of Lamp
category are very large, e.g., a lamp with multi-fold stand,
or a pendant lamp with cluttered accessories. The rotational
error of other categories are all lower than 20 degrees; meanwhile, the full shape completion errors of these categories
are lower than 3, meaning that the good reconstruction
quality is achieved.
Overall, we achieve an average of 15.12 degrees rotational and 5.97 translation error in registration, and 2.40
completion error for the whole shape.
5.3.1 Comparison on registration
We compare the registration results of our method to five
other options:
1) A classic registration method 4PCS [4], which can globally register complete or partial point sets;
2) A deep-learning based registration method PRNet [24],
which focuses on partial-to-partial registration, with
self-supervised learning;
3) A deep-learning based registration method DCP [10],
can be seen as state-of-the-art;
4) Baseline registration network which predicts the rotation and translation parameters at once from a single
decoder, denoted as BL-Regi. The detailed network
structure can be found in the supplementary material;
5) Our registration network alone, denoted as Regi.
The geometry-based method 4PCS is directly tested on
our dataset, while the remaining three learning-based methods are trained/tested on the same dataset as ours. The
comparison of prediction error is reported in Table 2. We
can see that the prediction error of 4PCS is the highest
since it assumes that there are certain-level overlap between
the input pair, while our data are mainly non-overlap.
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Fig. 8: Visual comparisons of our CTF-Net to other registration methods on different overlap data. The input pair of partial
parts is shown in the first row. To better illustrate the overlap region, we show the input pair in the second row after rotating
each part into a canonical view, and mark the overlap region with a lighter color. Next four rows show the registration
results provided by 4PCS, DCP, PRNet and ours respectively. Here we only show the registration results that takes the blue
part as the anchor.
results comparing to all five other options, which shows the
benefit of combining the registration and completion tasks.

Fig. 9: Quantitative comparisons of the rotation and translation errors of our CTF-Net on different overlapping data. In
the left chart, we crop the error value larger than 50 degrees
to show the difference between 4PCS, PRNet, DCP and our
method more clearly.

The errors obtained using PRNet are lower than 4PCS but
higher than others, meaning that PRNet can not works well
on our data with little overlap between the input pairs.
DCP performs better comparing to our BL-Regi method in
rotational error, however, the translation error of BL-Regi
is 23% lower. Comparing DCP to our single registration
module Regi, we can see that the rotational error is quite
close, but the translation error of Regi is 68% lower. The
key idea of DCP is to find the correspondences between
two point sets, which also fails on our dataset. The baseline
registration method, which predicts the rotation and translation parameters simultaneously from the same decoder, has
slightly higher rotation error to our registration network,
however, the translation error is more than twice as much
as ours. This proves that splitting the prediction of rotation
and translation could achieve better performance. Last but
not least, our method with two complete flows gets the best

In order to assess the advantage of our method on nonoverlap data, we further compare our method with 4PCS,
PRNet and DCP on the data with different levels of overlap.
To generate testing pairs with a certain overlap η , we modify
our data preparation procedure slightly. In more detail, for
each shape in our testing set, we randomly generate two
spheres with fixed centers (0, 0.75, 0) and (0, −0.75, 0), respectively, and the radius randomly sampled from [0.3, 1.3]
to crop two parts from a complete shape. We then calculate
the IoU of the cropped parts and keep the ones with IoU in
[0.9η, 1.1η]. Finally, we downsample each part to N = 2048
points.
We take the Plane category for testing, and quantitative
comparisons of the rotation and translation errors are shown
in Fig. 9. We can see that both the rotation and translation
errors of almost all the methods keep increasing as the
overlap region decreases. Regards to rotation error, 4PCS
performs best when the overlap region is 80%, however, as
the overlap decreases, the performance of 4PCS dropped
significantly and the error is lager than 50 degrees from 40%
overlap to 0%.
PRNet and DCP performs more stable than 4PCS, and
the rotational error of DCP is slightly lower than ours at 80%
and 60% overlap, but CTF-Net keeps the lowest error from
40% to 0%. For translation error, the four methods are quite
similar at 80% overlap, however, the error of 4PCS increases
rapidly when overlap region decreases. The error of DCP is
slightly lower than PRNet but significantly higher than ours
at 20% and 0%. PRNet is supposed to be able to deal with
a partial-to-partial registration, however, it shows worse
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Fig. 10: Visual comparisons of results obtained by different completion methods. Note that all the results are rotated to
canonical view to facilitate the visual comparison.
TABLE 3: Quantitative comparisons of different completion
methods.
g
Eemd
f
Eemd
g
Ecd
f
Ecd

TopNet
10.003
2.735

MSN
3.536
2.274

PF-Net
10.560
4.919
7.245
2.187

BL-Comp
8.330
3.811
10.290
3.460

Comp
6.937
3.172
8.183
2.959

Ours
5.838
2.399
7.339
2.466

performance than DCP in our setting. The main reason is
that PRNet assumes a large overlap between the input pair
data and requires a good initial alignment for the ensuing
iteration, while for our input data with quite little overlap,
they fail to find a sufficiently good initial alignment.
We observe that the translation error of our method
decreases a bit even the overlap region drop from 80% to
20%, implying that our network has higher capability in
learning data with little overlap.
Fig. 8 shows the visual comparison of our method to
4PCS, PRNet, and DCP. To highlight the differences in the
overlap regions, we rotate all the input pairs and align their
first part (shown in blue), and use a lighter color to show
the overlap region between the input pair, shown in the
second row. From the results, we can see that 4PCS fails at
20% and 0% overlap, since the algorithm assumes that two
parts should have a large overlapped region. For the deeplearning based methods PRNet and DCP, we observe that
the rotational error of PRNet is large at and 60%, 20% and
0% overlap. DCP produces more accurate rotation angle,
however, the translation error is still high. Our method
performs stable on different overlap data. We observe that
even there is no overlap between the head and tail of the
plane, our method is still able to align two parts in the
correct position, with a certain margin in the middle. This
experiment also shows that our method are robust when the
area of the input data variants, which is helpful for the use
of real scanned data.
5.3.2

Comparison on completion

We compare the completion results of our method to five
other options:
1) TopNet [27], which direct reconstruct the whole shape
using a structural decoder;
2) MSN [30], which predicts the whole shape in a coarse
to fine manner;

3) The original PF-Net [29], which can be seen as state-ofthe-art;
4) Our completion network alone without orientation
module, denoted as BL-Comp;
5) Our completion network alone, denoted as Comp;
All the five methods are trained/tested on the same
dataset as ours, TopNet and PF-Net are trained using chamfer distance (CD) as proposed in their paper, and the remaining methods are trained using EMD. For fair comparison,
we add another two completion quality measures based on
g
f
CD instead of EMD, denoted as Ecd and Ecd , by substituting
Demd by Dcd in Equation 9 and Equation 10. Specifically,


g
Ecd
= Dcd (G1C-R , G1C-R∗ ) + Dcd (G2C-R , G2C-R∗ ) /2 × 104 ,
(11)


f
C-R
C-R∗
C-R
C-R∗
4
Ecd = Dcd (S1 , S1 ) + Dcd (S2 , S2 ) /2 × 10 .
(12)
g

f

Note that Ecd and Ecd values have been scaled by 104 to
amplify the error. The reconstruction error is reported in
Table 3. TopNet and MSN predict the whole shape directly,
f
f
thus we only compute Eemd and Ecd for them. For all other
methods, only points on the missing regions are generated,
g
g
so Eemd and Ecd are also computed. We can see that
f
TopNet gets the highest error Eemd since it doesn’t keep
the points from the input part and it is trained using CD.
For comparison, MSN also predicts the whole shape, but it
f
f
is trained using EMD, so both Eemd and Ecd are lower than
g
f
TopNet. PF-Net achieves the lowest error in Ecd and Ecd ,
since it keeps the input region and is trained using CD. The
main difference between BL-Comp and PF-Net is that BLg
Comp is trained using EMD measure, thus both Eemd and
f
are lower than PF-Net. To further improve the results
Eemd
on input part pairs with randomly 3D rotation, we added
an orientation module to BL-Comp, denoted as Comp, and
all the errors get lower comparing to BL-Comp. Our method
obtains the best result in EMD measure, with 76%, 32%, and
f
51% drop on Eemd comparing to TopNet, MSN and PF-Net,
thanks to the consistent two flow network.
Fig. 10 shows two examples of different completion
methods. We see that the prediction results of TopNet are
quite blurred and lack fine details. Similar results can be
seen in the fourth column, i.e., PF-Net keeps the original
input but the predicted parts are sparse, leading to the
inconsistent results. These two methods are trained using
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Fig. 13: Visual example of the input point cloud with outliers. We show original scan, scan with 100 outliers, scan
with 100 outliers processed by a filter, respectively.
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Fig. 11: Quantitative evalution of the stress test with the
increase of noise level added to the input parts.













Fig. 12: Visual examples of the stress test. Given a pair of
input parts with different noise level (first two columns),
the registration (third column) and completion (last column)
results are presented.

CD measure, which is not able to effectively constrain the
sparseness of the point cloud. The results of MSN are
obviously more compact, however, we can see that there
are some outlier points distributed in the blank region.
For example, there are some unnecessary points located
between the back and the seat region in the second row.
Our baseline completion network performs better than PFNet, but incurs some distortions in the output. The completion method, which includes the orientation module to the
baseline completion, predicts points more accurately. Our
method achieves the best results comparing to others, and
the generated points are evenly distributed in the missing
regions. Note that here we take the completion results from
C-R flow to compare with the other methods.

Stress test

To better simulate the scenario of real scanning, we generate
the data with different noise level to test the robustness of
our CTF-Net. Specifically, to generate the data with noise
level ζ , we randomly sample N × 3 values range in [0, ζ] as
the noise, then add the sampled noise to the original input
partial pair P1 and P2 . We set five different ζ to test our
method, and the results are shown in Fig. 11. Note that
our original data generated by virtual scanning have the
noise level at 0.005. We observe that all the errors increase
quite slightly as the noise level increases from 0.005 to 0.09,
g
f
i.e., Eθ , Et , Eemd and Eemd keep lower than 20, 10, 8
and 5 respectively. At noise level of 0.12 and 0.15, which
rarely appear in real scanning, the errors increasing slightly
faster, but the rotational error keeps lower than 27 degree.
The results show that our method is able to maintain low
prediction error given noisy data.
Fig. 12 shows how the registration and completion errors
change with the increase of noise level added to the input
parts. The registration of our method is correct even the
input partial data are quite noisy, as shown in the examples
in the last row. Besides, the missing parts generated by our
method are recognizable at all noise levels.
Other than points with random and small noise, outliers
can also exist in the captured point cloud data, thus we
perform another experiment to show how outliers affect
the performance of our CTF-Net. Specifically, as shown in
Fig. 13, for each testing point cloud data P , we randomly
select K points and each of them is then translated by a
random displacement to simulate the outliers. The direction
of each displacement is uniformly sampled in SE(3) space,
and the length of each displacement is uniformly sampled
between [0.1, 0.5]. In this experiment, we set K to be 50
and 100, respectively, to test our method. We denote the
processed data as Pol .
Furthermore, since automatic outlier removal algorithms
are widely used in many works related to point cloud
processing, we also test our CTF-Net on the outlier data after
being processed by an outlier filter. Specifically, we utilize
the radius outlier removal method from Zhou et al. [35],
which removes points that have few neighbors in a given
sphere around them, and we use the default parameters
setting proposed in [35]. The processed data are denoted
as Pol with filter.
The results are reported in Fig. 14. We observe that the
errors are relatively high when the outliers are added to
the input scans without filtering, especially for Et . Such
amount of random outliers will confuse the network when
distinguishing the part poses, thus lead to high errors.
However, when we apply a filter to the data contaminated
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TABLE 4: Ablation studies in which we compare our CTFNet to versions where we remove either flow of the CTFNet.

E
Et
g
Eemd
f
Eemd

35
30
25

Eθ
Et
g
Eemd
f
Eemd

20
15
10

R-C
19.138
7.919
7.495
3.640

R-C1
18.777
8.187
7.230
3.594

R-C2
18.844
8.124
7.041
3.478

C-R
18.383
7.296
7.421
3.652

C-R1
17.565
6.349
7.633
3.952

C-R2
16.974
6.033
7.587
3.869

Ours
15.118
5.970
5.838
2.399
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Fig. 14: Quantitative evaluation of the stress test with an
increasing number of outliers added to the input scans with
and without filtering.
with outliers, the errors remain very close compared to those
of the results on clean data, meaning that our method is able
to perform well on the data cleaned up by a simple and
automatic outlier removal filter.
5.4

Ablation studies

To justify the network structure and loss functions designed
in our method, we perform several ablation studies for our
CTF-Net. For network structure, we take single R-C flow and
single C-R flow to perform the comparison, the results are
shown in Table 4. Since both R-C flow and C-R flow can produce the transformation parameters and completed shapes,
we use the same measure as described in Section 5.3. Since
our CTF-Net contains twice parameters comparing to each
single flow, for fair comparison, we slightly modify R-C flow
and C-R flow to make them have comparable parameters to
ours, denoted as R-C1 and C-R1 . Specifically, we double the
output dimension of each layer (except for the last layer) of
all the decoders, and then obtain the network with almost
twice parameters as the original single flow network. In
addition, the registration network in our CTF-Net is trained
with both partial point clouds and (predicted) complete
point clouds and the completion network in our CTF-Net is
trained with both partial input point clouds and (predicted)
registered point clouds, so we compare our method to each
single flow which trained with augmented data. Specifically,
for single R-C flow, we train the completion network with
both input partial point cloud and combined point cloud
after registration, denoted as R-C2 , while for single C-R flow,
we train the registration network with both input partial
point cloud and predicted complete point cloud, denoted as
C-R2 .
From the results, we can see that for single R-C flow,
the errors of both rotational and translation is significantly
higher than our method, which shows that the direct registration of two non-overlap partial shapes is quite challenging. For the version with double parameters R-C1 , the
errors are quite similar to R-C flow. For R-C2 , we observe
that training the completion network with additional input
can improve the results of completion comparing to single
R-C flow, but the errors are still higher than our method.
The errors of single C-R flow are also higher than ours, the
registration error of C-R1 is lower than C-R, but the completion error increases. For C-R2 , the error of registration is

TABLE 5: Ablation studies in which we compare our CTFNet to versions where we remove selected terms of the loss
function.

Eθ
Et
g
Eemd
f
Eemd

w/o LO
s
17.038
5.995
6.965
3.180

w/o LCs
18.767
6.864
7.928
3.876

w/o LRs
19.014
6.053
6.824
3.044

w/o LTs
16.345
6.290
6.393
2.561

Ours
15.118
5.970
5.838
2.399

lower than C-R and C-R1 , however, the errors are higher
than CTF-Net. The experiments show that the performance
of either single flow is not comparable to our CTF-Net, even
with the doubled parameters, and only the combination of
two flows with consistency loss can actually improve the
results.
We design four consistency losses after combining the
T
R
C
R-C flow and C-R flow together: LO
s , Ls , Ls , Ls . To show
the effectiveness of our consistency losses, we perform comparisons of our method with and without each loss term,
as shown in Table 5. By comparing the errors of the last
five columns, we validate that the consistency losses are
able to make the two flows strengthen each other, which
leads to the lowest error. We can see that both registration
and completion errors are higher without the reconstruction
consistency loss. Removing the parameter consistency loss
results in the registration between two parts being less
consistent, and thus leads to larger errors in prediction.

6

D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We presented CTF-Net for tele-registration of two partial
point clouds. Our method excels where the surfaces represented by point clouds have little or no overlap. The
success of our method is attributed to the competence of
neural network to learn a prior of a class of shapes, which
allows predicting complete shapes from partial observations
and registering non-overlapping parts. The key architectural
design comes in the form of consistency between the registerand-complete and the complete-and-register networks.
The consistency of the two network flows encourages the
two networks to predict reliably and performs surprisingly
well. Given that parts P1 and P2 are disjoint, then their completions S1 and S2 should agree without conditioning. We
expect S1 to trivially agree with P1 in the overlap regions,
but the rest of S1 is ambiguous. Here, we also expect S1
to agree with P2 in the overlapping region, which is a hard
task. Thus, the completion task by itself is ambiguous, while
the registration with no overlap is ill-posed. Solving both
tasks jointly and consistently, however, makes the problems
more well-posed and less ambiguous.
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Fig. 15: Failure cases of registration prediction with CTFNet. The upper row contains a table where two parts with
some freedom on the degree of overlap, and the lower one
contains a chair where the symmetry of one part can cause
misplacement of the other part.
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